...OUR MOTHER MARY CAME TO BE!!!

What's new?

INcredible INDIA
The century old Bandstand culture is a unique feature in Mumbai. The India tourism and Bombay Chamber of Commerce & Industry have taken the initiative to revive the fine tradition and Bandstand Culture in Mumbai. As part of the revival plan a live band performance takes place every Saturday between 6-8pm at Bandra Bandstand (next to Hotel Taj Lands End) and the Bandstand Hanging Garden (Sir Pherozeshah Mehta Udyogn). The band performs for a irresistible free of cost.

ORGANIZERS:
India Tourism Mumbai Tel no: 2207555/4954;
Email: indiatourism@tasteways.com;

OPEN AFFAIR
Launched on January 6th it is an eating joint you cannot miss on the Carter Road. Known for its continental food, you can try out some delicacies like kebabs, crepes and waffles. While you have a choice to enjoy the cool breeze on the outside you also get the inside view of the workings in the kitchen which is covered with an open glass. Interestingly, there is a sitting section inside as well, but the action looks more stunning outside.

LOCATION-: Carter Road,
Next Cafe Coffee Day, Bandra (W).

PAUSE
A bar, lounge and restaurant. Interestingly, this place is perfectly suited with great ambiance and soothing music. On entering, the first thing that strikes you are Pause labeled wine bottles. You can comfort yourself on an oval shaped bar placed in the centre, or relax on one of the cane chairs and enjoy your course. There are special wines and you can get some assistance on your meals. Perfect peace to hang out with friends, take a business meeting or spend time with your loved ones. Location-:
Hill Road, opposite Globus.
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BOOT CAMP
No, this is not a shoe exhibition. It is a high intensity training camp which is held at the JG’s fitness centre every month. It is influenced by the military training given to soldiers. Age no bar; but this comes with a condition and that is if you are used to regular cardio workouts. It increases flexibility of your body and helps in developing your resistance power. This camp takes place every month. To attend this camp call them up.
(This gym is located at Santa Cruz (W), Phone : 022 26496277)

Bollywood Trivia

1. The actual ending of the all time blockbuster SHOLAY involved a showdown action sequence between the Thakur and Gabbar. Thakur, who was to wear spiked ‘chappalas’ (in the original script) stomps Gabbar to death, in contrast to the actual ending where in the Gabbar is handed over to the police.
2. The title for the movie, ‘Taare Zameen Par’, was given to Aamir Khan by Saumya Khan in a casual party a long time ago, that Aamir Khan adopted as the title to his directional debut.
3. Shah Rukh Khan was known to actually remain drunk through the shoot of ‘Devdas’ in order to remain in the character, in the epic movie by Sanjay Leela Bhansali.
4. The first Bollywood production in 30 years to use synthesized sound.
5. Ashutosh Gowarikar’s masterpiece Lagaan was shot, was in the middle of an army pilot training camp, where they sometimes had to wait for 20 to 40 minutes for planes to pass and shoot the scene as it was shot in sync sound. Those 20 to 40 minutes would include the sound that planes would make when approaching, passing and then leaving.
6. Vivek Oberoi was the first choice for role that was later played by Saif Ali Khan in the film Kohli’s entertainer Hum Tum. Vivek was said to have read the script and rejected it. Also the popular line from the movie about Saif’s Tom Cruise Look, was a line randomly said by one assistant director and was initially rejected by Saif as to ‘childish’.
7. History of the infamous ‘Akbar Jodha’ romance is known to flourish without any verbal communication. Akbar married a Rajput Princess Jodha, in order to prove his loyalty to the same. Jodha, never spoke the language Akbar did, neither did either understand the same.

Hollywood Trivia

1. ‘Been me up Scramble’ from the popular TV series Star Trek, was never actually said in the series. There were various statements that implied the same, but never were those exact words, used in the chronology that they are known for.
2. Another famous line from one of the most acclaimed philosophers, Socrates, which said ‘Play it again Sam’, also was never actually said in the movie.
3. The concept of the movie The Terminator was built backwards on a dream that the director had in which he saw the last visual of the mental skull in flames.
4. The original role of Hillary Swank in Million Dollar Baby was to be played by Ashley Judd.
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